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ABSTRACT In this paper, a self-checking and -repairing carry-lookahead adder (CLA) is proposed

with distributed fault detection ability. The presented design with self-checking and fault localization
ability requires an area overhead of 69.6% as compared to the conventional CLA. It can handle multiple
faults simultaneously without affecting the delay of conventional CLA, with the condition that each
module has a single fault at a time. The repairing operation utilizes the hot-standby approach with partial
reconfiguration in which the faulty module would be replaced by an accurately functioning module at
run-time. The proposed self-repairing adder with high fault coverage requires 161.5% area overhead as
compared to conventional CLA design which is 35.3% less as compared to the state-of-the-art partial
self-repairing CLA. Moreover, the delay of the proposed 64-bit self-repairing CLA is 40.7% more efficient
as compared to conventional ripple carry adder.
INDEX TERMS Self-repairing, fault localization, self-checking adder.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE REALIZATION of digital circuit in the deep submicron process comes at the risk of losing reliability,
due to complexity, thermal-cycling, and decreased power
supply [1]–[3]. This is in addition to the effect of different environmental conditions that further increase the
vulnerability of digital systems [4]. Therefore, the need for
self-checking hardware design has become inevitable. To
facilitate fault detection, the concept of totally self-checking
was introduced [5], based on which different approaches
have been reported in the literature. These approaches mainly
rely on hardware- or time-based redundancy. In the case
of hardware redundancy, more than one concurrently working hardware produces either the same, complemented or
encoded output. These outputs will be compared to identify potential faults. For time redundancy, single hardware is
used to produce correlated outputs in different intervals; the
comparison of these delayed outputs will be used to identify potential faults. In both cases, multiple copies of output

are used to determine the fault. It has been argued that the
self-checking design should also involve fault localization
to minimize the cost of fault repairing [6]. The presence of
fault detection without recovery cannot fulfill the demand for
reliable execution in current digital systems. Thus, built-in
self-repair is becoming particularly pertinent to current semiconductor technology [7]. The adoption of this approach will
ensure that all the system’s key components are reliable and
error-free. One of such key components in digital systems
is the adder, which often appears in critical signal paths [8].
Therefore, the introduction of adders with built-in self-repair
capability can significantly improve the reliability of digital
systems.
Among the fastest adders used in digital systems is the
Carry-Lookahead Adder (CLA). For CLA, the summation
circuitry for each bit can “lookahead” for their respective
incoming carry bit. It means that each full adder in the cascade can run independently without waiting for the carry out
of the preceding adder. The speed is therefore significantly
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improved, at the expense of hardware overhead. Therefore,
traditional self-checking approaches like double modular or
triple modular redundancy are not feasible for CLA due to
their area overhead. The most common approach for designing self-checking CLA is the parity prediction scheme that
can detect faults in either even or odd number of bits.
In [9], a parity prediction approach was adopted along
with a two-rail code for self-checking CLA. The two-rail
code tests the carry block, whereas the parity prediction
checks the summation outputs. A similar approach of using
parity prediction with duplicated summation block was also
reported in [10]. Besides their drawbacks like area overhead,
fault coverage, etc., these approaches can only detect faults
without recovery or self-repairing.
This is why, a partial triple modular redundancy with
parity prediction approach was adopted for self-repairing
CLA [11] and [12]. An improved design was further reported
in [13], that constitutes two different architectures of the
voter circuit. This design approach provides self-repairing for
the carry generation block using triple modular redundancy,
while a parity prediction-based self-checking approach was
employed for the summation bits. To reduce the area overhead of triple modular redundancy, a shared logic was
utilized to generate multiple copies of the carry bit. As stated,
the advantage of CLA is that each of its carry bit is generated independently to reduce the computation time. However,
in [13], each carry block needs to produce copies of the following two carry bits; for example, the block responsible for
producing the ith carry bit (Ci ) will also produce redundant of
Ci+1 and Ci+2 . Therefore, each carry bit has multiple copies,
and the final carry is generated based on the majority decision using a voter. It should be noted that the voter produces
dual carry bits; the first one is for the addition, whereas the
second is for computing the parity of the intermediate carry
bits. The adoption of the parity prediction approach further
limits the fault coverage of their design to an even or odd
number of faulty bits. That means its reliability and fault
detection was only ensured partially.
In this paper, we propose a self-checking and -repairing
CLA with distributed fault detection ability. The proposed
design can detect and locate multiple faults simultaneously,
with the condition that each module should have only one
fault at a time. The fault recovery is achieved with a hotstandby approach in which a spare module replaces the faulty
one. The replacement process is conducted with a novel
partial reconfiguration concept in which the modified input
values update the functionality of the circuits generating the
internal carry bits. The proposed design with self-checking
requires 69.6% area overhead compared to the conventional
CLA without self-checking whereas, the required overhead is
increased to 161.5% for proposed self-repairing CLA with
a single spare module. Notably, the proposed design can
achieve 99.1% reliability for a 64-bit CLA with 16-blocks
where each block has a pair of spare modules and can perform 4-bit computation. Compared to ripple carry adder, the
delay efficiency of the proposed self-checking CLA remains
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the same as the conventional CLA design, which is 50.9%.
While the delay efficiency of 64-bit self-repairing CLA is
40.7% higher than ripple carry adder.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed self-checking and
-repairing CLA design. Evaluation and comparison with
previous approaches is presented in Section III, followed
by a conclusion in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED SELF-REPAIRING CARRY LOOK-AHEAD
ADDER DESIGN

In this section, the operation of CLA is introduced followed
by the proposed self-checking and -repairing designs.
A. CLA TOPOLOGY AND OPERATION

In CLA, all the internal carry bits are pre-computed in parallel to facilitate its operation [12]. Typically, a CLA consists
of two main blocks. The first block is the carry block (CBL),
which generates the internal carry bits using carry generator (CG) modules. The second block is the summation block
(SBL) which is responsible for generating the sum-bits using
the sum generator (SG) modules, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The CBL is designed using the basic concept of carry
propagation and generation. The carry bit will be generated
if both inputs are high (i.e., Gi = ai · bi ), whereas the carry
will be propagated if either one or both input bits are high
(i.e., Pi = ai ⊕ bi or Pi = ai + bi ). By combining these
two operations, the ith carry bit can be computed by (1). As
inherent to the CLA, each carry bit should be generated in
parallel using independent circuitry. Therefore, (1) is modified such that each carry bit only depends on the initial
carry-in Cin . For example, the first three carry bits of a 4-bit
CLA can be generated independently using (2) to (4). The
generalized Boolean expression for the ith carry bit is shown
in (5). Note that in conventional non-self-checking CLA, the
generate and propagate bits are computed once for all carry
bits and then shared between them. This logic sharing is
further extended to compute the sum-bits, which are equal
to Pi ⊕ Ci−1 [13]–[14].
Ci = Gi + Pi Ci−1
C0 = G0 + P0 Cin
C1 = G1 + P1 C0 = G1 + P1 G0 + P1 P0 Cin

(1)
(2)
(3)

C2 = G2 + P2 C1 = G2 + P2 G1 + P2 P1 G0 + P2 P1 P0 Cin
(4)
Ci = Gi + Pi Gi−1 + · · · + P0 . . . Pi−1 Pi Cin .

(5)

Since each carry-bit is generated using an independent circuitry, the CBL is the most area-hungry and complex part of
a CLA. Its area overhead and complexity becomes extremely
high as the size of the adder increases. To address this issue,
the block architecture of CLA is widely adopted in which
multiple small-size CLA blocks are repeated to construct an
adder for large input bit-width [13]. As a result, the number
of carry bits generated by each CBL is equal to the block
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FIGURE 1. The proposed architecture of (a) Self-checking CLA, (b) along with the module of the carry generator (CG), and (c) sum generator (SG).

size, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The final carry-out bit Cout generated by each CBL will be used as Cin for the next CBL. The
overall latency will increase because the next block needs
to wait for the preceding block’s result, but the area overhead and complexity will be significantly reduced. To reduce
computational delay, the carry block should be designed such
that Cin is the last element needed for computation. As soon
as Cin is received from the previous block, the output could
be updated immediately, as seen in Fig. 1(b). The logic cell
implementations in CG vary from CG0 to CG3 depending
on their respective Boolean equations. Meanwhile, except
for the first CBL, each consecutive CBL will generate the
carry-bits with an additional delay of two logic gates, i.e.,
X1 and X2 shown in Fig. 1(b).

B. PROPOSED SELF-CHECKING CLA WITH FAULT
LOCALIZATION

The area overhead of CBL for generating carry-bits in
parallel is so high that any approach using hardware duplication for self-checking will not be fruitful. Furthermore,
the presence of logic sharing in non-self-checking CLA is
not encouraged in self-checking architectures because any
fault in shared logic will quickly get masked and cannot be
detected or localized.
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To address this issue, we propose a hardware-friendly selfchecking and fault localization approach for CLA, in which
the ith sum-bit (Si ) and carry-out bit (Ci ) respectively generated by the SBL and CBL, are compared with the ith input
bits ai and bi to determine any potential fault. Its operation
can be summarized as: Si of the SBL and Ci of the CBL will
be equal to each other, if and only if the previous carry-bit
Ci−1 of the CBL and the ith input bits are all equal, that is:
If (ai == bi == Ci−1 ) then Si = Ci otherwise Si = Ci .
With the above conditional decision, an equality tester
is required to check whether ai , bi and Ci−1 are equal and
produce a comparison output Eqt(i) , followed by a checker to
determine whether a fault happens. For an error-free adder,
if Eqt(i) = 1, Si and Ci must be equal; otherwise they must
be complementary. The Eqt(i) bit can be computed using (6),
and the checker can be implemented by (7). The architecture
of the proposed SG module is shown in Fig. 1 (c). It should
be noted that the sum-out produces the sum-bit while the
gates G1 and G2 are responsible for checking the relation
of Si , Ci and Eqt(i) . An error indicator ei for each SG will
then be produced based on the output of G2. The OR gate
(R1) generates the universal error signal Ef , whose value
will be high for all SGs proceeding to the faulty one. The
distinguishing features of ei and Ef (i) can be visualized in
VOLUME 3, 2022

the self-repairing process.
Eqt(i) = (ai ⊕ bi ) + (ai ⊕ Cin )
ei = Si  Ci ⊕ Eqt(i) .

(6)
(7)

As each output bit is tested separately in the proposed
design, the detected fault will easily be localized due to the
distributed checking mechanism. Moreover, it is possible to
have a shared propagate and generate signal in CBL because
each respective sum-bit and carry-bit is self-checking with
respect to their internal functionality. However, the propagate signal cannot be shared with the SG because there
is a possibility that the faulty propagate signal will affect
the sum-bit and carry-bit together. It should be noted that
the technique to compare the sum-bit and carryout-bit has
been presented in [15] for ripple carry adder, whereas it
has not been examined for CLA. The basic architecture
of self-checking multiplexer (MUX) design was introduced
in [16], which has been improved with reduced transistor
count in [17]. To limit the area-overhead of our proposed
design, the self-checking MUX and OR gate are implemented
using the design presented in [17].
C. PROPOSED SELF-REPAIRING CLA WITH PARTIAL
RECONFIGURATION

Typically, in self-repairing designs based on hot-standby
approach, a faulty module is replaced by a functioning one.
The implementation of this approach is easy for adders
whose internal carry bits are generated by inter-connected
circuitry, and therefore, the input bits of a faulty module can
be simply shifted to the spare one. However, the complexity
of the shifting process is high for adders using independent
circuits to generate internal carry bits. This is because the
circuit linked to the carry of the respective faulty module
should be replaced with the next available CG in such a way
that each CG of CBL should be aware of the shift operation.
This awareness cannot be achieved without modifying the
circuitry because each carry-bit has a unique equation. For
example, the logic circuit to generate C2 requires the signal
G0 , G1 , G2 , P0 , P1 and P2 as in (4). Suppose C1 gets faulty,
then the values of G1 , G2 , P1 , and P2 should be modified
so that the circuitry for generating C2 becomes equivalent to
that of C1 . A simple shift operation is insufficient as it can
only modify G2 and P2 . Therefore, a partial reconfiguration
is required with the shift operation so that the hot-standby
approach becomes applicable for adder having independent
carry circuits, such as the CLA.
It has been observed that during the shifting process, if
the operands of the faulty module of CBL is set to 0 and
1, then the propagate and generate signal for that position
will be set to 1 and 0, respectively. By doing this, the logic
cell of each CG module proceeding to the faulty one will
be modified because the portion of their circuitry handling
the propagates and generate signal of the faulty module will
become null and void with 1 and 0 values. Consider again
the previously stated example of a faulty C1 , the signals
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G2 and P2 have already been modified due to the shifted
input values, whereas the signals G1 and P1 , which depend
on the input values of the faulty module will be set to 0
and 1, respectively. Hence the operation of (4) will become
equivalent to (3) and the shift operation required for the hotstandby approach will be achieved. This process is called
“partial reconfiguration” because the logical operation of
CG modules has been modified by deactivating parts of the
circuit.
A 4-bit self-repairing CLA using the proposed approach is
shown in Fig. 2. As stated, ei represents the individual error
of the SG/CG pair, it is therefore used to update the input
bits of the faulty module to 1,0 and also to divert the input
carry of the faulty module to the next SG. Since the logic
cell of each CG has already been modified, the positions
of all other proceeding carry-bits will remain unchanged.
Whereas Ef represents the universal error, whose value is
a function of all individual ei . Ef will be high for all SGs
after the faulty one, whereas its value remains low for all the
SGs prior to the faulty one. Therefore, it is used to control
the shift operation of the input and output bits. CGX and
SGX in Fig. 2 are the spare modules that are used during
the recovery process.
III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

The proposed approach has been compared in terms of
area, fault coverage, and latency with the recently reported
approaches for self-checking and -repairing CLA.
A. AREA OVERHEAD

The area overhead mainly depends on the implementation
approaches. In conventional CLA designs, the implementation is carried out with shared logic. However, shared logic is
not encouraged in self-checking approaches because the fault
in the shared logic will get masked. Therefore, each block in
our proposed approach is implemented with an independent
logic circuit, which inevitably increases the area overhead.
However, it can be optimized at the transistor level by using
approaches like pass transistors.
In this paper, the area overhead is compared in terms of
gate counts. Since each NAND gate requires 4 transistors,
for a fair comparison, the NAND equivalent circuit of each
module based on transistor count is computed and compared
with similar approaches used in [12] and [13]. For example,
an XOR gate and a self-checking MUX can each be implemented using six transistors [17]. Therefore, each pair of
XOR gates and self-checking MUXs have been considered
equivalent to three NAND gates. Similarly, two NOT gates
are equivalent to one NAND gate and a pair of self-checking
OR gate is equal to three NAND gates. The required gate
count for CBL is computed by converting the equation of
each carry bit to its NAND equivalent form as presented
in (8). Since the number of spares in our proposed selfrepairing CLA can vary depending on the application, the
gate count is therefore computed with and without spare
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FIGURE 2. The proposed architecture of 4-bit self-repairing CLA.

TABLE 1. NAND Gate required for SBL and CBL of a 4-bit self-checking and

TABLE 2. Comparison results of the area overhead in terms of NAND gate count.

-repairing CLA.

modules. In both cases, the required number of gates for
MUX is included in SBL, as shown in Table 1.
Ci = Gi · Pi Ci−1 .

(8)

The overall area overhead for different designs with different input bit-width (adder size) is shown in Table 2. Our
proposed approach with multiple error detection and localization feature requires only 69.6% area overhead compared
to the conventional CLA without self-checking. While due
to the use of MUX as a shifter, the resultant area overhead of our proposed single spare based self-repairing CLA
increased to 161.5%, which is 35.3% less than the previously
reported partial self-repairing CLA [13]. Note that for a single spare case, the area overhead of the spare module will
only be counted once for each size of an adder.
B. LATENCY

The main advantage of CLA is its speed. Ideally, the delay of
CLA only depends on the last CG and SG module as shown
in (9). This superiority will disappear if the speed of CLA
degrades to a similar level as that of a ripple carry adder.
The generation of redundant carry bits in [13] caused their
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architecture to be two times slower than the conventional
CLA because the two redundant carry bits with shared logic
and dependent circuitry require the same time as that of two
internal carry bits generated by a ripple carry adder. The
additional delay is caused by the voter circuitry because the
internal carry will not be delivered to SG until the voter
decides the final carry out. In contrast, the latency for our
self-checking CLA is the same as that of a conventional
CLA because the checking mechanism does not interrupt the
circuit operation whereas, the latency will increase for selfrepairing CLA because of the shift operation. The critical
path for the worst case when a fault is detected in the first
SG/CG pair is shown in Fig. 3.
The MUX needs to update the input values because of the
detected fault; in the meantime, error signal Ef will also be
forwarded to the spare module. However, SGX needs to wait
for the carry bit C3 to produce the sum-bit (Sx ). The final
sum-bit is obtained after an additional delay of a MUX that
is responsible for shifting the output bits, while CG3 and
CGX will generate the carry out in parallel. Therefore, the
block delay is increased to five MUXs, one SG and (n-2)
VOLUME 3, 2022

FIGURE 3. The critical path for the Self-Repairing CLA.

OR gate delay, as expressed in (10); where n is the size of
adder for a single spare case. In the case of having a spare
module for each block, n will be equal to the size of the
block because the universal error signal (Ef ) of each block
will remain localized. For instance, with 4-bit block size, the
delay overhead is 5-MUX + 2-OR + 1-XOR gate, which
will remain constant irrespective of the adder’s size due to
the parallel operation of all the blocks of CLA.
TCLA = TSCHCLA = 1SG + 1CGlast
TSRCLA = TCLA + 5MUX + (n − 2)OR + 1SG.

(9)
(10)

C. FAULT COVERAGE

For the state-of-the-art design [13], fault recovery is limited
to CBL, while the fault in SBL is indicated by a parity
prediction approach. Our proposed approach however, can
detect multiple faults at a time with the condition that each
MUX, OR and the CG/SG pair should not have more than
one fault at a time. Due to the distributed self-checking
mechanism, the proposed approach will not only detect the
faults but can also provide fault localization. It can even be
adopted in CLA circuits built by using standard look-ahead
carry generator chips because it only requires an equivalence tester and a checker circuitry, which can be connected
externally. Moreover, it can detect the occurrences of both
temporary and permanent faults.
The self-repairing part is not limited to the CBL but also
covers the faulty SG/CG module pair by replacing it with
the spare one. However, the proposed hot-standby approach
is able to recover the faults which can be detected by the
checker present in SG module. While the checker can only
detect the fault if any one of the Si , Eqt(i) and Ci bits is
faulty, whereas if any two of them gets faulty then the fault
may or may not be detected. In order to further evaluate
the self-repairing characteristics of our proposed architecture, we consider four cases such that in each of them the
fault targets a particular module of the design. It should
be noted that in digital systems some faults get internally
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masked and could not affect the final output due to the inherent self-repairing ability of the circuit. These faults are not
considered in this research for evaluating the fault correction
ability. Moreover, each concerned component can produce
single bit output, therefore the fault occurrence indicates that
the output bit is inverted of its actual value. With this concept the resultant output of two sequentially connected faulty
modules is always a non-faulty one because the first faulty
module produces inverted output which is either masked or
produces erroneous output from the next sequentially connected module. If the second module is also faulty and the
output is affected by the previous fault, then it will produce
inverted bit of the erroneous output as a result the output
bit of the second module is corrected automatically.
Case-1 Fault in SG: There are three sub-modules in SG
which are responsible for producing Si , Eqt(i) and ei bits. The
fault stuck to any of them will be detected and recovered
effectively by the proposed approach.
Case-2 Fault in CG: The output of the CG is fed to
the respective SG for checking. Any fault in CG will be
detected by the checker of the SG and therefore the recovery
is possible for this case.
Case-3 Fault in Carry-Bypass-MUXs: The carry-bypassMUXs (CBM) are responsible to divert the input carry of the
faulty module to the next SG module, as shown in Fig. 2. If
the fault stuck to any CBM then it will produce erroneous
Ci−1 value for the connected SG module. However, the faulty
Ci−1 can only effect the Si and Eqt(i) bits. Whereas, the
carry-bit (Ci ) which needs to be compared with the Si bit
remain valid because each carry-bit in CLA is produced with
independent circuitry. The truth table of SG module in the
presence and absence of the faulty Ci−1 bit is shown in
Table 3, where half of the faulty cases cause by the CBM is
detected effectively by the SG. Hence, the fault correction
will be reduced to 50% because the SG module cannot detect
all the faults occurred in Si and Eqt(i) bits, simultaneously.
The main reason of having undetected faults is because
both Si and Eqt(i) bits are produced by using single Ci−1 bit
received. This limitation can be solved, if both Si and Eqt(i)
bits use different Ci−1 bit which is possible because each
self-checking MUX produce dual output that is the inverted
and non-inverted output using independent circuitry. With
this slight modification, the Ci−1 bit can only be used for
computing Eqt(i) bit, whereas the Si bit will be computed
using the inverted value of Ci−1 , i.e., Ci−1 . The equation
for the sum-out bit will also be modified as shown in (11),
but the fault recovery will become feasible for all possible
single event upset occur in CBM because a fault in Ci−1 bit
can only effect Eqt(i) , whereas the Si bit will remain valid
and vice versa.
Sum = A ⊕ B  Ci−1 .

(11)

Case-4 Fault in Other Components: The input/output
shifter MUXs along with the OR gate in SG module are
self-checking which means that the fault can be detected
but without recovery. Fault recovery is not considered for
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TABLE 3. Functionality of SG module with and without faulty Ci−1 bit.

these components due to the area constraints. It is possible
to replace the self-checking MUX with the self-repairing one
presented in [18]. Although the design in [18] is not completely self-repairing but it can effectively handle multiple
fault conditions. Another possible way is to perform recomputation for recovering the temporary faults which in
turn will increase the time penalty of the system.
Apart from the above mentioned cases, the proposed
repairing approach is limited by the number of spare modules, which can be increased based on the application so that
each block has its own available spare module. The blockwise distributed-spare modules ensure that if any block fails
to perform self-repairing, the rest of the blocks will remain
self-repairing. For example, we can divide a k-bit adder into
m-blocks, where each block performs 4-bit addition with a
single spare module. It means five SG and five CG modules
are present in each block. Assuming x random faults are
introduced in the adder, the probability of having y faults (y
is in the range of 0 to 5) in the same block can be calculated
by (12), where Pbf is the probability of block failure. Note
that for a single spare design, the block with y > 1 cannot be repaired. Therefore, the probability of block recovery
(Pbr ) can be computed by (13). The probability of complete
failure (Pcf ) when each block has y > 1 is given by (14).
It should be noted that the self-checking property of the
adder will always remain valid whether the self-repairing is
functioning or not.
  

5
5(m − 1)
×
y
x−y
 
Pbf =
(12)
5m
x


5(m − 1)
10 ×
x−2
 
(13)
Pbr = 1 −
5m
x
(14)
Pcf = Pbf × m
The probability of fault recovery and complete failure
when 2 out of 3 faults occur in the same block is shown in
Table 4. The probability of block recovery increases with the
size of the adder, and for a 64-bit adder, the probability of
fault recovery reaches 99.1%. The improved reliability with
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TABLE 4. Probability of fault recovery for x = 3 and y = 2.

the size of an adder is because of the increased number of
blocks; thus more spare modules can be utilized.
D. VERIFICATION

The proposed approaches and the conventional design of ripple carry adder and CLA are implemented using the standard
180nm process. The simulation results for the area, power,
and delay are obtained using 1.8V supply. The delay of
the proposed approaches is compared with the ripple carry
adder and CLA. The reason of selecting ripple carry adder is
because the delay of self-repairing CLA is higher than CLA,
therefore it is essential to check the efficiency as compared
to conventional ripple carry adder.
Using (9), the delay of the proposed self-checking 64-bit
CLA is estimated to be equal to the delay of the conventional CLA, which is 50.9% less than that of RCA. For
the proposed 64-bit self-repairing CLA, the delay overhead is increased to 20.9% as compared to conventional
CLA. Although, the delay efficiency is still 40.7% better
as compared to conventional ripple carry adder design, as
shown in Table 5. In terms of area, the proposed 64-bit
self-checking CLA requires 54.6% overhead when compared
to conventional CLA, while the area overhead of a similarsized self-repairing CLA is estimated to be 160.5%. In terms
of power consumption, the proposed 64-bit self-checking
architecture requires an overhead of 40.9% compared to the
conventional CLA; while the same-sized self-repairing architecture requires an overhead of 154.5% over the conventional
CLA. The simulation results validates the manually estimated
area overhead and performance efficiency of the proposed
self-checking and -repairing CLA design.
IV. CONCLUSION

In contrast to the traditional approach of using parity prediction for designing self-checking CLA, a novel
VOLUME 3, 2022

TABLE 5. Simulation results of area, power, and delay for conventional ripple carry adder, CLA, proposed self-checking and -repairing CLA.

approach of detecting and localizing faults in CLA architecture is presented. The designed approach used the concept
of self-checking and fault localization full adder in which
the fault is detected by comparing the input and output bits.
The proposed 64-bit self-checking CLA requires 69.6% more
area than conventional CLA, whereas it can detect and localize multiple faults at a time with the condition that a single
module should not have more than one fault at a time.
A hot-standby approach along with a novel partial reconfigurable approach is adopted for self-repairing CLA. The
proposed self-repairing CLA approach with single spare
requires 161.5% more area than CLA which is 35.3% less
as compared to the previously reported approach. The reliability and fault coverage are also higher than the previously
reported approach. A 64-bit CLA with 16 blocks can recover
3 consecutive faults with 99.1% probability with the condition that each block has a single spare module. Moreover, the
self-checking property of the circuit remains valid whether
the recovery is possible or not. The power consumption of a
64-bit self-checking CLA is 40.9% more than conventional
CLA design, whereas the overhead is further increased to
154.5% for the respective size of self-repairing CLA.
The time latency of conventional CLA will not be
affected with the proposed self-checking approach because
the checker is not affecting the actual computation process.
Whereas, the latency of the proposed self-repairing approach
is increased to the summation of one SG, five MUXs and
(n-2) OR gate delays as compared to conventional CLA. The
simulation results demonstrate that the delay efficiency of a
64-bit self-repairing CLA design is 40.7% higher than that
of ripple carry adder.
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